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 Summary: The present paper work cames for helping the survey engineers for a quick and 
precise application of the parcelling design in the field, having the  minimum speciality devices and 
softs. 
 

 
Introduction 
 
Not for few times, at the estate laws application, is neccesary a quik setting out in the field 

of the lots limits according to the parcelling tables and according to the sketchs of ownership 
setting. Because the ownership laws cames with completions in the way of needing of a re-dividing 
of some lots or the completion with owners from town hall reserve  and because of the appling was 
made of many times unproperly trough works of insufficient technical structure, needing the 
solutioning of these problems according with the real situation from the field. For that reason is 
neccessary appling the  sketchs of ownership setting in the field in the situation that these are 
incomplete (picture 1), the lots sizes are not in accordance with the field situation, but with the 
specification that the registered surface must be respected, mostly because these schetchs are 
documents neccesary for the real estate advertising. 

 

 
 

Picture 1. The sketch of ownership setting 



 
For making all these possible we need of a total station and a laptop equiped with a 

minimum soft, these devices are neccessary for the a quick applying of the parcelling works in the 
field.  

 
Surveying and data processing  
 
For the begining we survey the outline of the lot, surveying all the limit points ,after that we 

unload the survey from total station in the PC. The data unload, could be made directly unload the 
surveyed ponts co-ordinates, or unloading a field book with all the neccessary elements for the 
estimation of the points co-ordinates . 

In the case that was unloaded angles or distances is neccessary data processing ,using 
speciality softs or personal estimate programms in the different programming or using applying of 
tabel estimate, for example Excel Programm.  

 

 
Picture 2.  Data processing using the Excel Programm  

 
Surfaces Parcelling 
 
After obtaining the co-ordinates inventory, these points will be exported in the AutoCAD 

Land Development Programme , in that programm will be drawned the lot outline, receiving the 
sizing of the lot and the total surface of the lot .The export of the points and co-ordinates could be 
done trough a transfering programme or using the AutoCAD Land Development options, the data 
base  obtained made regarding the point number and co-ordinates for each lot bit. 

After making the outline lot, regarding the sketch of ownership setting, after the comparing 
the surface obtained with the total surface from parcelling table and making the corections, will be 
start the parcelling regarding the surfaces  registered  in the parcelling tables. This operation could 



be done using the „Sirot” programme that works in the AutoCAD programme. Will be made a *xls 
file that contained the identification data of each ownerships according with picture no. 3.  

 

 
Picture 3. *.xls file   

 
After the parcelling with „Sirot” aplication will be received a parcelling plan with the lots 

sizes, identification data and points co-ordinate that gives ownerships limits. All that will be added 
to the initial data base, being possible that these having new identification data, in the way that the 
numbering futher on existent one, this could be done using other option of Land Development 
programme.  

 

  
Picture. 4  Parcelling Plan  



The application of the parcelling design  in the field  
 
The point coordinate inventory that define each lots, obtained after parcelling will be 

transfered in the total station trough the cable data transfer,using the option of the device unload 
programme. This could be done using the Excel programme like a intermediary soltion for the type 
file of the used total station. 

After the co-ordinates was putted in the total station will be start the marking in the field of 
the parcelling design. The total station will be located in the station point used at the lot survey, the 
device will be oriented in the co-ordinate system of the initial survey and will be marked the 
ownership limits using the setting out programme from the total station. The setting out of the 
points should be done from co-ordinate or from setting out elemnts estimated by the total station 
soft in the memory.  

 
Conclusions 
 
For this works is neccessary a minimum device like: total station, laptop, speciality soft. 

This work could be done in the field if the estimate volume is reduce, and the operations for the 
final product are automatized. In this way the process of the appling in the field of design parcelling 
is one in that the application time is short and will be eliminated the office travel, in the conditions 
in that the work could be done in a local co-ordinates that satisfy all the exigency of this type of 
work. If in the neighbourhood exists known co-ordinate, the processing data could be done directly 
in the Stereografic 1970 co-ordinate system.  
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